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Just  for you!Just  for you!

$50 off *

COZY1
with code

*$300 minimum purchase.



OUR REnewED 
TRADITION of 
GRATITUDE
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We hope this finds you happy, healthy, and safe.

As we begin the holiday season, we can’t help but reflect on 

the year that’s ending. While the world around us changed 

momentously, our homes provided us with comfort and 

security. For many of us, home became a bigger character in 

our story, a protective space where the people who matter 

most were kept safe. In this catalog, you’ll find my handpicked 

selection of our favorite organic cotton goods for the home. 

From our bestselling sheets to cozy flannel loungewear, these 

gifts define the “comforts of home” year-round.

Our family is looking forward to a holiday season where we 

can enjoy our old traditions and invent new ones. We’ll be 

celebrating the season at home, and although the table will 

be set with fewer place settings, we will remain optimistic 

and forever thankful. Of course, our homemade toffee will be 

made and festive music will be heard throughout our home, 

but we’ll also find ways to begin new traditions, like bringing 

cozy care packages to essential workers. The holiday tradition 

that means the most this year is a daily practice of gratitude. 

We’re humbled to have an incredible team, a supply chain of 

trusted partners, and loyal customers like you. Our brand exists 

to create positive change in the world, and we’re incredibly 

grateful that you’re a part of it.

Wishing you happy holidays, and a fulfilling new year.

Missy Tannen  

Founder & Head of Product Design
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Heavenly Peace
Three fabrics to help you sleep in
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Our bestselling  
Signature Fabric in several 

stunning styles!

PERCALE  FABR IC

A smoother, more structured feel  
that’s a hit with warm sleepers.  

Made from organic cotton, it reminds  
us of the bed in a five-star hotel. 

SIGNAT U R E  FABR IC

Our bestselling, super-soft organic 
fabric is spun cloud-weight from  
long-staple, organic cotton.  
We love it for year-round comfort. 

LUXU RY  FL AN N EL

Unparalleled for its velvety softness, true 
breathability, and resistance to pilling.  
Our coziest organic fabric is why we 
secretly look forward to winter, all year long. 
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LUXU RY  FL AN N EL

Hand-crafted in Portugal by 
artisans, our 100% organic cotton 
flannel is delightfully cozy but 
also exceptionally breathable.  
In 15 colorways to create an 
alluring winter retreat.

Luxury Flannel Bed Bundle; $530-$560.

SIGNAT U R E  FABR IC

Refresh your bedrooms with our 
bestselling, super-soft Signature 
Hemmed Sheet Set. Our all-season, 
100% organic cotton is buttery 
to begin with, and gets softer with 
every wash.

L AYER I NG

The secret to an incredibly 
alluring bed? Layer upon layer of 
organic cotton comfort. Our softly 
textured organic bed blankets 
and throws create warmth and 
visual interest. 

Make it  
extra cozy

Our bedding bundles instantly 
give you everything you need to 
refresh a room, right down to the 
handcrafted signature candle.

TIdings of  
   c Omfort
And more comfort
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GI VE  COZ Y

We look forward  

to our cozy, 

breathable  

luxury Flannel 

Sheet Sets and 

Loungewear all  

year long.

GI VE  
ESSEN T IALS

Choose from 

our two winning 

Bath Collections 

to give the gift 

of a beautiful 

bathroom 

upgrade.

GI VE  BU N DLES

Save money when you  

buy everything you need  

for a brand-new bedroom 

or bathroom!

GI VE  
CL ASSIC S

Our super-soft 

Signature Fabric 

Sheet Sets  

are always a 

welcome sight 

under the tree.
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GI VE  COLOR 

Look for our luxury Flannel 

Sheet Set in a festive holiday 

plaid to set the mood.
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Bundle up,  
      Buttercup

Buy together and save! Meet our Bedding and Bath Bundles.

COZ Y  BU N DLE

Our super-soft, felted organic 

cotton adorns a decorative 

pillow and oversized throw 

that, along with our signature 

candle, instantly elevates a 

room to peak coziness.

E VERY T H I NG  BED 
BU N DLE

Everything you need to make  

your bed the best place 

on earth, in Down or Down 

Alternative. 2x pillows, duvet 

insert, sheet set, and duvet set. 

And our signature candle! 
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R EFR ESH  P LUSH  
BAT H  BU N DLE

Sumptuous organic cotton for a fast 

bathroom upgrade! 4x Plush Bath 

Towels or Bath Sheets, 4x Plush 

Hand Towels, 4x Plush Washcloths, 

our super-thick bath mat, and our 

signature candle. 
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Deck the HaLLs  
with towels 

of cotton

PLUSH  BAT H 
COLLECT ION

Made super soft and incredibly 
absorbent with a high pile height 
and low-twist yarns, our Plush 
Towels are durable classics. They 
come in a variety of colors to bring 
elegance to every bathroom.

SPA  BAT H 
COLLECT ION

We love the lighter weight, quick 
drying time, and clever, textured 
channels designed into our Spa 
Bath Collection. Even more than 

that, we love their supple softness.
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Signature Hemmed Sheet Set, $160-$295.

Life-changing comfort.  
Softness that (almost) defies 
description. Start each day a 

little merrier with our 100% 
organic cotton sheeting.

MERRY LIttLE 
FOREVER

Have yourself a

What people say 
about our products
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D U VE T  SE T

The quality is exceptional  

and I'm especially drawn to  

the company's philosophy of 

fair trade and sustainability.

- Christie G

SH EE T  SE T

My wife loves these sheets!  

They are in the rotation, and now 

we need to order more because 

she makes such a big deal about 

how much better they are, leading 

to better sleep! - Austin E.

PI LLOWS

We love our two new king-

sized pillows! My husband got 

the Down Alternative and I got 

the Down. We have never slept 

better! - Lisa W.
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Cover: Queen bed shown. Flannel Duvet Set in Red Holiday Tartan, $280.   
Signature Hemmed Sheet Set in White, $240.  |  Waffle Bed Blanket in Pewter, $180.  

Order today and save $50!
Use code COZY1 to take $50 off your order  

at bollandbranch.com.* We offer a 30-day trial,  

free shipping, & free returns. Nationwide shipping  

delays are anticipated this year. Be sure to shop  

early to ensure a timely arrival! 

*Minimum purchase of $300.  Cannot be combined with other offers.  Expires 11/30/20. 
Please visit https://www.bollandbranch.com/pages/promotion-details for restrictions.   
Cash value of 1/1000 cent.

Double Windowpane Decorative Pillow Cover in Heathered Grey; $85.

Chunky Knit Decorative Pillow Cover in Red; $85.

Chunky Knit Throw Blanket in Red; $125.


